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Dancer Performs at Festival in Nepal
by Kalpana Khanal, GPJ Nepal
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Dear reader, WHAT’S NEW AT GLOBAL PRESS?

When the Merriam-Webster dictionary declared “justice” the word of 
the year for 2018, it gave me pause. Around the world, justice felt like a 
distant promise.

Global Press Journal reporters in Indian-administered Kashmir endured 
a record number of days with forced internet shutdowns. Our reporters 
in Zimbabwe and Democratic Republic of Congo witnessed long-awaited 
elections that lacked transparency. Long-established political peace 
decayed in Sri Lanka. Indigenous communities in Chiapas, Mexico, faced 
routine violence. The list seemed endless.

Yet as my team compiled the year’s best stories, a different reality 
emerged. From Argentina to Zambia, Global Press Journal, the 
publication of record in some of the world’s least-covered communities, 
documented the promising pace of progress in 2018. For the first time 
in our 12-year history, we produced more stories about business and 
technology than any other topic, a testament to the rapid advancement 
of global communities. 

And while conversations in the United States were dominated by fanatics 
and fake news, our reporters aimed for less politics and more precision. 
They conducted 93.5 percent of all source interviews in person, 97 
percent of which were on-the-record. They traveled to 647 communities, 
often on long bus rides, on foot and even by donkey. In total, they 
produced more and better stories than ever before.

But 2018 wasn’t just about the work we did. It was about bringing focus 
to how we do it. Our steadfast commitment to values-driven journalism is 
the not-so-secret ingredient behind our building momentum. 

In 2018, Global Press, an organization whose reporters are 100 percent 
female and 99 percent people of color, found new prominence in 
journalism, an industry known for its lack of diversity. We demonstrated 
thought leadership, innovation and expertise for the betterment of 
journalism as a whole, too. We brought focus to the security of local 
journalists, an area in need of discourse and support. We released 
the Global Press Style Guide to promote dignity and precision in 
international journalism. We developed high-value partnerships with 
news organizations and even NASA. And we grew. Our budget grew, our 
leadership team grew and our audience did too, in nearly every country 
on earth. The list seems endless. 

It was quite a year. So, we end 2018 with immense gratitude for the 
readers and supporters who worked tirelessly alongside us to elevate 
our work. And we enter 2019 with a humble commitment to justice, 
journalism’s greatest goal.

Cristi Hegranes, Publisher & Chief Executive Officer

A Bold Investment  
in Leadership
In 2018, founder Cristi Hegranes 
transitioned into the role of CEO & 
Publisher. She hired Laxmi Parthasarathy, 
an Ashoka alum with a decade of 
international media development 
experience, as the organization’s first 
Chief Operating Officer. In the newsroom, 
award-winning Global Press Journal 
editor Krista Kapralos became our first 
News Director. She’ll lead global news 
operations alongside Katie Myrick, 
formerly of the Washington Post, our first 
Creative Director. Together, this powerful 
team of four women will lead Global Press 
into the future. 
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A New Way to Learn  
About Global Press
You might be a loyal reader of Global 
Press Journal. You might donate to Global 
Press Institute. You might be a Global 
Press News Service syndication partner. 
But you might not understand how 
these brands work together to redefine 
international journalism. Check out the all-
new GlobalPress.co to inspect key policies 
and financials, make a donation and learn 
about the values that drive our work. 

globalpress.co

A Growing, Engaged  
Board of Directors
With a focus on governance and 
transparency, Global Press worked to 
grow its Board of Directors in 2018, 
too. The addition of five new members 
makes this the most notable board 
transformation in our history. New 
members with expertise in journalism 
and the business of journalism join us 
from The Atlantic, NPR and KQED. Others 
bring expertise in international nonprofit 
management and Duty of Care.

globalpress.co/team
Rwandan Dancers Perform in Zambia

by Prudence Phiri, GPJ Zambia
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Transforming  
Journalism for Good
In 2018, Global Press expanded its menu of publications to amplify our commitment to dignity in 
journalism. In January, we debuted a redesigned Global Press Journal, the award-winning flagship 
publication of Global Press. Featuring powerful long-form storytelling, exceptional photojournalism and 
innovative multimedia, Global Press Journal is available in seven languages online. 

Throughout the year, we produced three additional publications, each with a strategy for sector-wide 
dissemination to ensure that Global Press values and thought leadership transform the journalism 
industry for good.

Global Press Style Guide
The Global Press Style Guide is a living document that establishes rules for referring to the people 
and places around the world where Global Press reporters work. Each entry is crafted to promote 
dignity and precision in international journalism. While not intended to replace the widely used 
Associated Press Stylebook, the Global Press Style Guide provides guidance for word choice 
regarding people, places and issues on which the AP’s book is silent. Other entries in our guide 
intentionally deviate from AP style. Thorough rationales are provided for all entries. The Global 
Press Style Guide is an online resource that other organizations are encouraged to use. 

The Principles & The Practice Training Manual
The original Global Press training manual was updated in 2018 to include a new emphasis on 
writing, technology, photojournalism and data. The Principles & The Practice, a 10-module 
curriculum, is now available in 13 languages. In 2019, new modules will be available to partners 
and individuals outside of the Global Press network via virtual trainings and online workshops.

Global Press Duty of Care Training Manual
Local journalists are often assumed to be in more danger than foreign correspondents, who 
parachute into global communities temporarily. Ensuring security parity between foreign and 
local journalists requires holistic duty of care. Global Press has pioneered a new security model 
that prioritizes the physical, emotional, digital and legal safety of every reporter in our network. 
From localized first aid and culturally appropriate trauma counseling to surveillance detection 
and robust legal support, our industry-leading Duty of Care Program offers a blend of classroom 
and field training, risk-mitigation strategies, ongoing resources and physical and mental health 
benefits that are built into employment contracts. In 2019, we will make this program available 
to more than 1,000 local journalists outside of the Global Press network for the first time, to 
demonstrate that high-quality local journalist security is complex but possible. 

The Joys and Hardships of Being a Girl
by Kalpana Khanal, GPJ Nepal

VALUES-DRIVEN JOURNALISM

Dignity, diversity, transparency and excellence are the driving forces 
behind Global Press. These values are alive in every decision-making process, 

fundraising strategy and duty of care security protocol. At Global Press, we 
believe that values-driven journalism is the way forward for the industry. 

globalpressjournal.com/style-guide
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Forced Displacements Are 
Common in Southern Mexico

Thousands of indigenous people were 
forced from their homes in Chiapas, 
Mexico’s southernmost state, in 
2018. GPJ’s Marissa Revilla reported 
from communities so remote, they 
don’t appear on major maps. The GPJ 
team mapped the communities to 
accompany her coverage. 

Women Rangers Pursue Poachers 
in Zimbabwe While Debate Ensues 
Over Anti-Poaching Tactics

Can a group of women stop poachers 
in Zimbabwe’s Lower Zambezi Valley? 
Some say they’re the best people to 
save endangered animals. But when 
GPJ’s Kudzai Mazvarirwofa visited the 
group, she found that three members 
had just died in a training exercise. 

Their Coffee is World-Class,  
but DRC Farmers Say Growing  
It Doesn’t Pay

Coffee from Democratic Republic of 
Congo ranks among the best in the 
world, but coffee growers there say 
profits don’t trickle down. GPJ’s Mariam 
Aboubakar Esperance investigated 
the so-called fair-trade co-ops used by 
global corporations, which locals say are 
underpaying local growers. Starbucks 
never returned requests for comment.

Growing Number of Women 
Disabled Amid Kashmir Violence 
Receive Little or No Aid

The ongoing conflict in Indian-
administered Kashmir has many 
unintended consequences. GPJ’s 
Aliya Bashir captured heart-rending 
photographs of women disabled by 
stray bullets. Sources say they are 
frustrated by repeated mention of 
possible assistance with no action 
from the government. 

< In a Kashmir Valley, a Massive Dam Threatens to Wash Away Lives

How can a reporter confirm claims that a proposed dam might displace tens of 
thousands of people? For this story, GPJ’s Raihana Maqbool hiked through an isolated 
section of Kashmir to talk to people who live near the proposed dam site, while the 
GPJ team created a to-scale simulation of the dam’s submersion area.

Dignity is in 
the Details
Global Press trains and employs local reporters to 
produce broadly impactful, revelatory journalism 
in some of the world’s most challenging places. 
To accomplish this, we operate one of the most 
robust editorial systems in journalism today. Our 
non-assignment policy ensures reporters have 
the freedom to report on what’s most important 
in their communities. Then, we fact check, copy 
edit and publish in English and the reporter’s 
local language. We believe sources have the 
right to recognize themselves in stories and hold 
reporters accountable for any inaccuracy. And 
most importantly, we do all of this while operating 
an industry-leading Duty of Care Program, which 
ensures that our reporters are safe and healthy. 
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‘I Was Waiting For This Chance to Flee’
by Marissa Revilla, GPJ Mexico

Newsrooms must represent the 
communities they cover. 
Global Press prioritizes physical and cognitive diversity when recruiting 
reporters all over the world. Most notably, Global Press reporters are  
100 percent female and 99 percent people of color.

Reporter diversity means  
community access.
Our reporters possess the social, historical and political understanding 
necessary to gather the facts that form the most complete truths. In 2018 
alone, Global Press reporters reported stories from 647 communities 
while speaking to their sources in more than 20 shared languages.

Reporter diversity increases 
source trust and story accuracy. 
Global Press demonstrates the true value of “shoe-leather reporting.” In 
2018, Global Press reporters interviewed 93.5 percent of sources in 
person, 97 percent of whom were interviewed on the record. Last 
year, Global Press Journal corrected just 11 stories.

Reporter diversity gives readers a 
better understanding of the world.
Global Press reporters transform rote global media narratives about their 
communities. Beyond the stereotypical stories about war, poverty, disaster 
and disease, our reporters pride themselves on offering comprehensive 
coverage to local and global audiences. 

14% 21% 10% 16% 12% 17% 10%
ARTS & CULTURE BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION ENVIRONMENT HEALTH HUMAN RIGHTS POLITICS

2018 GLOBAL PRESS JOURNAL COVERAGE
Reporter diversity  
serves global audiences. 
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Street Performer Joins Protest in Argentina
by Lucila Pellettieri, GPJ Argentina

How does Global Press compare to other news organizations? 

Measuring Up

The Clarion Award for Online Journalism, Special News Section: Awarded to 
senior reporters Kalpana Khanal, Shilu Manandhar and Yam Kumari Kandel for their 
years-long coverage of Nepal after the earthquake. Awarded in August 2018.

The Media Professionalism Award, Voluntary Media Council of Zimbabwe: 
Awarded to Vimbai Chinembiri for her groundbreaking coverage of women joining 
Zimbabwe’s gold rush. The council noted Vimbai’s ethical approach to her work and 
her sources. Awarded in March 2018.

Is the world a better place because of the journalism we produce and the jobs we create? 

Social Impact

March 2018, Democratic Republic of Congo: Under pressure after GPJ 
reporter Françoise Mbuyi Mutombo covered cholera and tuberculosis outbreaks 
in Kisangani’s central prison, the prison director invited GPJ back a month after 
publication to see how sanitation and overcrowding had improved.

August 2018, Rwanda: In 2016, GPJ reporter Janviere Uwimana wrote about 
women leaving their children alone in Rwanda while they crossed the border to work 
in DRC during the day. The story garnered the attention of Rwandan authorities. In 
2017, the Rubavu district opened a day care center at the border in partnership with 
a local nonprofit.

91 percent of Global Press reporters are the primary breadwinners for their 
families. 

95 percent of Global Press reporters say they have greater financial stability since 
joining Global Press.

Global Press Journal news stories reach a diverse audience of more than 20 million 
people across more than 100 countries each month. 

Growing a Robust Global Audience

Direct Reach: Global Press grew its audience in nearly every country on earth in 
2018. Exceptions included North Korea and Western Sahara.

Top 10 Audience Countries: Global Press is proud to reach audiences in the 
countries where we produce our news. Our top 10 countries reflect our distribution 
priorities. India, United States, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Nepal, United Kingdom, Sri Lanka, 
Mexico, South Africa, Uganda

Measuring  
Global Impact
Global Press is growing. Amid steady change, we are diligent about measuring growth in 
a variety of nuanced ways. Scale alone is not an adequate indicator of how a journalism 
organization grows, matures, changes and adapts. 

Global Press News Service delivers 
our one-of-a-kind news product 
to local and global news and 
education companies to increase 
access to information and elevate 
global awareness.

Apple News
With a dedicated, curated 
channel on Apple News, readers 
can now access, like and share 
Global Press Journal stories 
from the convenience of Apple’s 
growing platform.

Search Global Press Journal 
on Apple News to subscribe to the 
channel. 

Public Radio 
International
Mission-aligned Public Radio 
International became a 
premium syndication partner 
in 2018. PRI regularly features 
Global Press Journal stories 
online in their Development, 
Education and Across Women’s 
Lives sections. 

StudySync
StudySync, our first large-scale 
education partner, delivers 
Global Press Journal stories to 
more than one million students 
and teachers in grades 6-12 
via Sync Blasts. Blasts bring 
GPJ stories, tailored to the 
appropriate reading level, into 
classrooms across the United 
States every day. 

GPNS
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Global Press believes strong journalism thrives in 
transparent environments. Global Press makes editorial 

policies, financials, annual reports, and other key decision-
making materials transparent and accessible to the public 

on globalpress.co. Global Press does not accept any funding 
from governments, government entities or anonymous 

The Future of 
Global Press

PARTNERS
The William and Flora 
Hewlett Foundation
Fondation CHANEL
The John D. and Catherine 
T. MacArthur Foundation
Yellow Chair Foundation
Open Square Foundation
Tecovas Foundation
Ford Foundation
Emerson Collective
Wellspring Philanthropic 
Fund
Emily Kaiser & Gene 
Bulmash Donor Advised 
Fund
COMO Foundation
Somos Una Voz
US Charitable Gift Trust
Anne & Greg Avis
Sony
Susie Tompkins Buell 
Foundation
SV2
Channel Foundation
Mize Family Foundation
Gruber Family Foundation
Seattle Foundation
Caridad Partners
Cloud Mountain Foundation
First Dollar Foundation
George Kaiser Family 
Foundation
Irina Simmons
Michelle Swenson & Stan 
Drobac
Robert Shoes Fund
Joan R. Platt
Simone Otus Coxe
Solutions Journalism 
Network
Taube Family Philanthropies
Linda Shostak and Charlie 
Hayes
Stewart R. Mott Foundation

45%
Year over  

year budget 
growth  

2017 - 2018 

91%
Renewal rate of 

philanthropic 
partners  

2017-2018

35%
of renewing 

philanthropic 
partners increased 

giving levels

2018 in review
A look back on 2018 reveals a year jampacked with bold initiatives. We hosted reporting boot camps and influencer events.  
We published our style guide and coined the phrase “reliability gap.” We built powerful partnerships with news organizations, 
NASA and Sony. Overall, we did what we do best — we used journalism as a tool to build a better world. Take a look.
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JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

DECEMBER

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Global Press Journal (GPJ) debuts all-new design
Global Press Accuracy Network (GPAN) hosts fact-checking training in D.C.

Harvard’s Nieman Reports features GPJ thought-leadership piece by Krista Kapralos on  
accuracy in international journalism

Global Press presents “The Reliability Gap” at the Deutche Welle Global Media Forum in Germany

GPI hosts Train-the-Trainer Workshop: Asia
Global Press celebrates 12th Anniversary 
GPI hosts Intermediate Reporting Bootcamp: Democratic Republic of Congo

Global Press debuts its Style Guide at the Online News Association Conference in Austin, TX 

GPI hosts Intermediate Reporting Bootcamp: Uganda
Global Press presents at The Skoll World Forum
Global Press News Service (GPNS) debuts “The Influencer Series” live at the Newseum,  
featuring GPJ Zimbabwe reporter Linda Mujuru

Global Press CEO joins the faculty of the 2018 Poynter Women’s Leadership Academy
GPI hosts Duty of Care Train-the-Trainer: Africa & Asia

Global Press Institute (GPI) hosts Advanced Reporting Bootcamp: Mexico & Argentina

Global Press launches an independent news bureau in Jaffna, Sri Lanka

Global Press formalizes a climate and migration reporting partnership with NASA

Global Press presents the Style Guide to international funders and organizations in Paris, France

Laxmi Parthasarathy, Global Press’ first Chief Operating Officer, joins the team

Sony becomes the official camera partner of Global Press Journal

Global Press convenes global staff in D.C. to prepare for 2019!

Global Press developed new, powerful philanthropic 
partnerships in 2018 and deepened relationships with 

existing partners. With a diverse revenue strategy, Global 
Press is building a smart and sustainable long-term plan.

ANNUAL BUDGET GROWTH  
A Historical Look at Global Press

(Figures indicate total money raised each year)
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2019 
Expansion 
Plans
New Country Bureaus
Puerto Rico: Global Press has already begun 
recruitment across the island of Puerto Rico, and 
training is set to begin in March. With a focus on 
print and radio content from urban and rural parts 
of Puerto Rico, content production is expected to 
take off by summer 2019. 

Sierra Leone: Global Press will expand its 
footprint in West Africa in the spring of 2019. After 
prospecting several countries in the region, including 
Liberia and Senegal, Sierra Leone was chosen as the 
expansion location for 2019. As many as 10 local 
women will begin the training program in April.

Mongolia: Complex language and cultural factors, 
along with infrastructure and terrain considerations, 
provided some nuanced challenges. But after more 
than two years of planning, Global Press Mongolia is 
finally launching in 2019.

Current Country Growth
Mexico: The site of the first Global Press news 
bureau, which opened in 2006, will also be the site 
of significant expansion in 2019. From Oaxaca in 
the south to Coahuila in the north, Global Press is 
deepening its coverage in Mexico.

Nepal: The site of the second Global Press news 
bureau, which opened in 2007, will also expand 
in 2019. We will recruit reporters in rural parts of 
Nepal to further diversify our coverage. Nepal is also 
one of the few countries where we operate where 
it is safe to openly recruit lesbian and transgender 
reporters. This will be a priority in 2019. 

Democratic Republic of Congo: We will continue 
to expand in this important, vibrant country, which is 
already home to three Global Press news bureaus. 
A key hub for our new, long-term Human Migration 
storytelling initiative, Global Press DRC will continue 
to thrive in 2019.

New Country Bureaus Current Country Growth Current Coverage Countries



See the world differently every Monday in your inbox. 
Subscribe to the Global Press Journal newsletter. 

globalpressjournal.com/newsletters

Learn more about our values-driven journalism.  
globalpress.co

Global Press
700 Pennsylvania Ave. SE, Suites 2067-2072
Washington D.C. 20003
202-448-9666
info@globalpressinstitute.org

Global Press is a 501(c)3 nonprofit news organization. EIN 20-442-1980


